A Square Dance Crossword

ACROSS
1. Dancers drop hands and walk one in front of the
other around the circle

DOWN
1. With #8 down, first part of call that usually
follows "walk around your corner"
2. Spin Chain and _______ the Gears

2. Each dancer steps forward and pauses. Bring
other foot forward to touch without transferring
weight. Then step back with the free foot and
pause.
3. Not a whole sashay, but a ____ sashay

4. You can do this Right, Left, Around, or Thru.
5. What you might tell the club treasurer if you are
behind in your dues.
6. Relay the _______.
7. In one smooth motion, Step To A Wave and Turn
1/4 By The Right
8. Dance move that is generally accompanied by
dancers saying "Whoosh!"

3. A call that contains the name of the Golden State
4. A half-trade of adjacent dancers.
5. The couple, working as a unit, turns around to the
left, 180 degrees. (The left-side dancer backs up
while the right-side dancer moves forward.)
6. Lead dancer walks in a full circle, turning away
from the center point, and ending up on the spot of
the trailing dancer. The trailing dancer walks
forward to take the spot of the lead dancer.
7. What you get when dancers walk forward a small
step and join right hands, adjacent dancers facing
opposite directions.
8. With #1 down, the second part of call that usually
follows "walk around your corner"

9. Those who can turn 1/2 (180 degrees) by the
right; then those who can turn 1/2 (180 degrees) by
the left.
10. From a couple, the dancer on the right "rolls"
across in front of the other dancer, turning a full 360
degrees to end on the other side
11. Load the _____.

9. A call that is also the name of a band who
sometimes plays at our anniversary dances.
10. Ends Cross Fold, centers Fold behind the
adjacent End following them around, adjusting to
finish side-by-side.
11. The dancer on the left "chases" the dancer on
the right by doing two box circulates, and ends
facing out.
12. What Square Dancing always is.
13. When a square has an extra couple w ho rotates
in, how many total people are there?
14. Wrong Way _____.

